


Graceful yet robust: 
art and science in tune

The no compromise AudioSolutions Vantage 
loudspeaker, our finest achievement to date, 
took three whole years to design and perfect. 
Meticulous fine tuning aside, it still takes us 
eight whole weeks to manufacture 
each single pair.

A speaker with sound so real, you will be 
hard pressed to distinguish it 
from a live performance.
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Designed around a custom version of the 
exclusive 6” Satori™ driver with proprietary 
Egyptian Papyrus™ cone, neodymium magnet 
and vented aerodynamic cast aluminium 
chassis, AudioSolutions Vantage uses only  
the best drivers available to supplement it.  
An almost full range operation of the midrange 
unit ensures, that most of the music comes 
from a single point source with virtually no 
phase distortions typical to ordinary designs. 
Extremely linear, full range driver covers most 
of the audio band for a naturally coherent 
musical experience.

A top class speaker should not be limited to an 
acoustically treated, no-resonance, anechoic 
chamber. In fact, such chambers are designed 
for measurements, not enjoyment of music. 
That’s why a reference AudioSolutions speaker 
offers something special, not seen elsewhere: 
an ability to adapt itself to the environment and 
individual taste of the listener, enabled by  
a unique fine-tunable crossover.

Honest and candid—a full range glory

Adaptable to less than perfect room

Pinnacle  
of engineering

1 3½ way full range construction
2 Crossover fine-tuning plate
3 Proprietary Egyptian Papyrus™ cone
4 1“ soft dome wide dispersion tweeter
5 Precision polished Xirallic® paint
6 Laser engraved AudioSolutions logo
7 Sliced Paper Cone (SPC) woofer





An elegant flow of form 



Styled somewhat similar to other critically 
acclaimed AudioSolutions series, the reference 

class Vantage boasts sleeker lines and  
an even better finish.

The essence lies inside.
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Showing only the speaker cones and the 
impeccable cabinet finish wouldn’t do justice 
to the amount of clever engineering, ingenuity, 
top quality parts and materials it took to achieve 
the level of performance AudioSolution Vantage 
offers. Hence the glimpse inside.

For a resonance free construction a special  
10 layer sandwich including some layers of stiff 
and porous Balsa tree (Ochroma pyramidale) 
wood, is used. Cabinet walls reach an overall 
thickness of 42 mm at some critical points and 
extensive bracing adds to the inert nature of the 
cabinet. Curved, non parallel walls and special 
damping techniques are implemented to achieve 
the level of pure musicality we strived for during 
the long months of extensive listening tests.

The very special Satori™ wide range driver 
stands out: vented aerodynamic cast 
aluminium chassis with powerful low distortion 
neodymium motor system, advanced 
BIMAX spider for improved linearity, non-
conducting fibre glass CCAW voice coil for 
minimum damping and reduced moving 
mass all contribute to an extremely musical, 
high resolution, resonance and distortion 
free sound. A unique AirCirc 6 neodymium 
magnet system of the tweeter contributes 
on top octaves, while two sliced paper cone 
symmetrical drive motor design woofers add to 
the bottom. Downward firing (not shown) sub-
woofer extends the impressive bandwidth of 
the Vantage speaker to 21–30 000 Hz.

An elaborate construction

Exceptional drivers

Under the hood:  
hidden, yet significant

1 Extensive internal bracing
2 Symmetrical drive woofer motor
3 Neodymium midrange motor
4 AirCirc 6  neodymium magnet system
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Craftsmanship is still top priority at 
AudioSolutions. Precision CNC machining 
notwithstanding, experienced professionals 
take a lead role in careful sanding and polishing.

A handmade beauty

1 Hand operated router for precision
2 Skilful eye: sanding by hand
3 CNC machining: bracing elements
4 A careful preparation
5 CNC machining: high rpm precision
6 Sanding with a hand operated tool

Behind the scenes
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Lady in red

Side walls of the AudioSolutions Vantage 
loudspeakers are hand painted in four layers 
of primer followed by four layers of paint and 
varnish, altered with as much intermediate 
polishing rounds. It takes us well over one week 
to finish just the sides of the speaker, including 
more than three days of pure polishing.  
Any blemishes and imperfections are 
eliminated in the process.

Red, yellow, black, graphite grey or any other 
colour available. Piano high lustre Xirallic® or 
satin finish lacquer. Choose yourself or contact 
us for a suggestion.

The rest of the speaker is covered in leather  
and special quartzite texture paint.

Polished to perfection

Painted to your liking

1 First layer of paint is applied
2 Black high lustre / quartzite texture
3 Yellow high lustre option
4 Red on top of 4 layers of primer
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Measurable perfection

Each finished speaker is then measured for 
conformance once more. Individual test data is 
supplied for our customers.

Each and every drive unit supplied for the 
Vantage speaker manufacture must first pass 
critical testing and measurement  session. The 
acquired data is saved for future reference, 
forming a database of all the Vantage speakers 
produced, enabling swift support in case where 
a faulty driver needs replacement.

Top quality audiophile parts (such as Jantzen 
Superior Z-Cap capacitors, Mills resistors, 
toroidal core coils, etc.) are used for the unique 
customisable crossover network.

Individual measurements

Accurate driver matching

Audiophile crossover

1 Fluid form 
2 High quality tri-wiring binding posts
3 Special plinth and spikes for stability



Power handling 
(continuous, R.M.S.) 300 W

Sensitivity 
1 W @ 1 m 92 dB

Frequency response 
(in-room) 21–30 000 Hz

Impedance (nominal) 4 Ω

Crossover frequency 50, 200, 10 000 Hz

Tweeter 1×1” silk dome

Midrange 1×6” Egyptian Papyrus

Woofers  2×6½” SPC paper

Sub-woofer 1×10” aluminium

Dimensions 
(without plinth, HxWxD) 1434×347×564 mm

Dimensions 
(with plinth, HxWxD) 1490×481×764 mm

Weight (each) 70 kg
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